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Faculty Show Will Band Features
Open WSSF Drive Surprise Solos
With Skits, Auction
B Y NANCY M O RA N
Fifty cents w ill admit each Lawtentian to “Pusey’s Zoo and Cireus," mammoth iaculty show satir
izing campus life, that w ill play to
a capacity audience next Saturday
evening, March 1, in the chapel.
Here the professors w ill present
their skit, organized by Dorothy
Burton, and auction off their ser
vices in the name of the World Stu
dent Service Fund drive which be
gins the same day.
Under a big top the circus per
formers w ill go through their rou
tines for the edification and enjoy
ment of the audience. Incorporated
into the skit w ill be the Shooting
of Dirty Dan McGrew, a juggling
act, the usual carnival barker, a
monkey house, the strong man act,
train bearers and other acts.
Following the skit Walter Chilsen
takes the stand to auction faculty

Art Association
Hears Address
By Decorator
Frank J. Strebel, Appleton in 
terior decorator, addressed the Art
association and guests, Sunday, on
"Com temporary Fabrics,” a lecture
am ply illustrated with the newest
fabrics, wall papers, and sa rnie
tugs. In decorating a room Mr.
Strebel pointed out that the theme
is the moFt important thing based
©n a reflection of the individual’s
personality. One may use an idea
second-hand and yet the result will
be different when applied to oneeel f.
Next, a large amount of color
makes a room functional with a
mrpose for having it. Greens, yelows. browns, and reds in off shades
instead of pure colors are being
Shown in abundance. Dark walls
6et colors off best.
The newer
fabrics, however.vary
in texture
from nobby to squared designs
which contribute by their depth in
creating a softne«-^ of texture. Flow
ered. figured, striped, and check
ed materials are shown in new deeigns and unusual color combina
tions.
Mr. Strebel stated not to decorate
with tough wearing fabrics “which
Will look the same twenty years
hence, but fabrics which are pleas
ant and may be changed when tired
of.” "Above all." he said, “use your
old furniture but lift their faces and
apply the temporary.”
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Billboard
Friday, February 21
Faculty meeting.
Basketball, swimming, and wrest
ling here. Beloit.
Best -Loved
banquet. Masonic
Temple. 6 :00.
Saturday, February 22
Delta Gamma formal.
Track meet, there. University of
Chicago.
Sunday, February 23.
Sonata recital by Marian W . Ming
and James W . Ming.
Peabody hall 8:30.
Thursday, February 27
Convocation. W S S F drive.
Friday, February 28
Basketball, there. Knox.
Saturday, March i
Basketball, there. Illinois Tech.
Midwest conference
swimming
and wrestling here.
All student square dance
Thursday, March 6
Convocation, Religious. Dr. Thurian.
a tu rd a y . March 8
Beta Theta Pi Gay Nineties par
ty
Phi Kappa Tau Apache Brawl.
Sigma Epsilon formal dance.

S

Band's Versatility
Shown in Variety
Of Selections

John Muehlstein’s four mallet
services to the highest bidders. Miss
Jones plans to cook a complete d in marimba Solo in “Quartette from
ner for two in the best traditions of Rigoletto" by Giuseppe Verde was
the French, Mr. Troyer w ill prove the surprise feature of the concert
that the masculine sex can also given by the band, under the d i
compete in the culinary art when he rection of E. C. Moore, in convo
offers to bake a cherry pie for the cation yesterday.
The first number on the program.
highest bidder. Faculty baby-sitters
C.
M. vonWeber’s “Oberon Over
will donate time to married couples
attending college classes. In addi ture", was beautifully executed
tion Mr. Brooks will date some with a French horn solo by John
lucky co-ed offering the most Helmer.
David Slianke, Robert Seering
money to the W SSF for the privi
and
Ralph Rothe combined their
lege. Automobile rides, professors
who will carry books to classes for talents to form a cornet trio and
students, and human alarm clocks presented the “Echo Waltz" by Ed
in the person of professors are also win Franko Goldwin. They were
on the list. Last but by no means aided by a fine band accompani
least are the late permissions which
the office has okeyed for auction ment.
“Largo” (from the New World
ing. Girls will bid for midnight
weekend permissions and those ex Symphony, Second Movement) by
tending to one in the morning on Antoin Dvorak was the next selec
Saturday night. Other services a re 1
tion Featured in it was an English
contemplated for auctioning.
The entire drive gets its initial horn solo admirably handled by
p«sh at convocation on Thursday Jim m y Janielsen.
when a member of the WSSF
John Muehlstein with his m arim 
movement elsewhere speaks before
ba
was again presented in
the
all students. The definite speaker
“i,atin-American Fantasy" by C lif
is not yet decidcd upon.
Student solicitors will m e e t ford P. Lillya and Merle J. Issac.
Wednesday night at the home of The fantasy included “La Paloma”
the Puseys to learn details of the representing Spain, a rhumba and
drive. Betty Foulke has contacted a conga.
women in the dormitories for these
The concluding number in the
Jobs. Larry Storms is in charge of concert, the band's rendition
of
solicitors among men living on “Deep Purple" by Peter De Rose,
campus and Jack Sterly is recruit showed the great versatility of the
ing among the commuters.
band from classical to popular
Other members of the steering melodies,
committee are Phyllis Levetenz and
This Fjfnie program with several
Nancy Moran, publicity; Mr. Porges additions will be presented to an
and Mr. Easton, faculty delegates; audience in New London, where the
and Roger Christiansen, general b nd will travel on Sunday, March
chairman.
2.

Four Best Loved
Will be Revealed
Tonight at Dinner

Thatcher, Greco Win
Leads in College Play
Students Attend
Meeting as Indians
The discussion of India and her
problems by Dr. W illiam F. Raney
and members of the International
Relations club which took place
Wednesday evening w ill be follow
ed soon by a practical application.
Lawrence has been invited to send
several delegates to model United
Nations committee meetings to be
held at Marquette university in
Milwaukee. Saturday March
1.
Members of the IRC will attend,
representing delegates from India.
In the business that the commit
tees take up, different delegates
will present the views and prob
lems of their respective nations.
Representatives from Lawrence
have not been decided definitely
as yet, Dr. Raney announces.

Drama in 1860
Is Subject of
New Display

Fred Thatcher will be the Lion
and Angelo Greco takes the part of
Androcles in the first Lawrence
College Theater play of the semes
ter, "Androcles and Lion," to be
given the middle of next month,
Ted Cloak, director, announces.
Other major leads for the George
Bernard Shaw play have also been
cast.
Still to be chosen are thirty-nine
other parts of minor character but
of importance to the plot.
Preceeding the major play is an
other Shaw play, the one-act “V il
lage Wooing," which is to be in
the nature of a curtain raiser. ’A ’
is to be played by W illiam Munchow, ‘Z ’ by Dorothy Jean K im ball,
and the Steward by Dick Sears.
Other players chosen for the
three-act include: Tekla Bekkedal
as Megaera; Herbert Lowinger,
Beggar; Larry Storms, Centurion;
Jim Dite, The Captain; Gloria Gentelene, Lavinia; Don Jones, I,entulus; David Knickel, Metellus;
Neil Macdonnell, Spintho; W illiam
Mehring, Ferrovius; Dick Gerlach,
Ox Driver; Ted Roeder, Retiarius;
Bob Mueller,
Secutor;
Howard
Barker, The Call Boy; Jim Richards,
Menagerie Keeper; Jack
Rellia,
Caesar; and W illiam Hinze, Editor.

Letters, pictures and theatrical
programs of famous American act
ors in the 1860s are on display in
the reading room of the Lawrence
college library, through the cour
tesy of John Ford Sollers, assist
ant professor of drama.
Mr. Sollers secured the material
from his grandfather John T. Ford,
well known theater manager, in
whose Washington playhouse Pres
ident Lincoln was assassinated.
Contained in the display, which
is open for public inspection every
weekday during library hours, is a
Groups planning to enter the an
seating plan of the “dress circle" in
Ford’s theater, a stock share floated nual snow sculpturing contest must
during the establishment of the the have the plans for their entries
ater. and program books dating ready so that they may begin their
work at noon the day the contest
back to 1811.
A letter irom
Edwin Forrest, is announced. Fraternity, sorority
rr»,es. ntati. *»
prominent actor of tly peritxj i* and indcitender*
shown in which he statea that he have already received the locations
was “tired of the theater and re at which they will work. Roland
luctant to accept another part.” I Strid, college pep chairman, will
Plans for a theatrical road trip are call the contest at noon the first
discussed in a letter addressed to day conditions are favorable for
Mr. Ford by Edwin Booth, great the event. Each group will have
Shakespearean actor and brother of |until five o’clock the same after
noon to finish their sculptures be
assassin John Wilkes Booth.
Photographs of Edwin Booth, fore they are judged.
There will be three judges and
John T. Ford and Joe Jefferson, top
ranking comic of the day, are also the results of the judging will be
displayed.
announced as soon as possible.

Plans are Made
For Contest if
Snow Arrives

At six o’clock this evening the identity of the four Iiest-Loved senior
women will be revealed as they enter the dining room of the Masonic
temple dressed in the traditional garb of George and Martha Washing
ton and James and Dolly Madison.
Having been coached in the intricacies of the minuet by Marguerite
Schumann, the four w ill dance before the Lawrence women gathered
there in tribute. Supplying the musica! accompaniment will be a trio
composed of Barbara Taylor, piano, Meredythe McCarthy, cello, and
Ruth Anderson, flute. Lois Paszck, soprano, has been chosen as vocal
soloist.
Two-hundred seventy-five tickets for the banquet have been sold to
date, according to Joan Ladwig, co-social chairman of L. W. A , who
is also acting as toastmistress. Mary Vinson, Bert-Loved of last year, is
presenting the traditional silver bracelets and bouquets to the newlyelected as gilts. Unable to attend,
two others of the Best-Loved quar
tet of last year are now teaching,
Janet Goode in Wausau and Mary
Ann Hammersley at Mount Pleas
ant, Michigan. Doris Koss, the
fourth member, is at present con
tinuing her voice studies at the
Julliard School oi Music in New
York City.
Marian Wolfe Ming, cellist, and
Marguerite
Schumann,
former
James Ming, pianist, will present Best-Loved and present publicity
a faculty recital at 8:30 p.m. on director of Lawrence, has been
Sunday. February 23, at Peabody chosen as main speaker of the evehall.
1n *rig, selecting “Is Teaching in a
The program, which is open to Tailspin
as the theme of her adthe public, is a follows:
j dr<gss.
Sonata
Guests of L.W.A will include the
Jean Baptiste Breval college administration and Miss
Allegro assai
Edna Wiegand, faculty advisor of
Adagio molto cantabile
the Lawrence Women's Association.
Allegro grazioso
Twelve of the former Best-Loveds,
Sonata
chosen since the tradition was be
Edvard Grieg gun in 1924, will also attend.
Allegro agitato
As is customary,
L.W.A. will
sponsor a tea Friday afternoon for
Andante molto tranquillo
Allegro; allegro molto e marcato the Best-Loved girls
and their
Intermission
i mothers.
Sonata
Decorations have been secured by
CO M E SN O W A N D B R O KEN A N K L E S — The Judge carries
Zoltán Kodaly Elaine Johnson and Gloria GenAdagio di molto
j telene. Ina Guyer and Helen Walk- on, readying the choir for its impending tour. Here he directs
from o wheel chair.
Allegro con spirito
1er were in charge of programs.

Mings Present

Faculty Recital

•
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Endreson Takes
Ski Meet Honors
Tourangeau and
Tippet Place
In Their Sections

George Washington Theme Will be
Featured at Delta Gamma Formal

Brothers and Sisters

Clusters of red balloons surrounded by paper leaves will suggest to
Delta Gammas and their guests Saturday night the story of George
Washington and the cherry tree.
The Masonic temple will be the scene of the Delta Gamma formal,
planned by social chairmen Betty Wheeler and Shirley Anderson. Danc
ing to the music of Richard Kent’s orchestra w ill begin at 9 o'clock and
continue until 12 o’clock.
Three faculty couples have consented to attend the affair as chap
erones. They are the Maesches, the Rowes, and the Hulberts.

Initiation
Heads Pi
Phi News

with a percentage of 1603; he tied Q r e a f M etl M ay Not
for twelfth in the slalom, and took . . .
_
, .
M ake Good Presidents
fifth in the downhill.
Other members of the team were I Columbus, Ohio— (A CP)— T h e
Janet Tippet, who placed third in ability to “produce greatness when
the combined women's race, Bob greatness is needed” is a requisite
Brebner, and Dale Rank.
for the presidency, Dr. A r th u r M.
The winter Carnival Meet, which I
Schlesinger,
professor of history at
was open to college as well as non -1
college clubs, saw a varied repre Harvard University told an Ohio
There was great surprise shown sentation. Clubs and schools repre State audience recently.
when Bjorn outdistanced all other sented were: Michigan Tech., the j Through a poll of 55 noted his
Northern Michigan torians and political scientists to
comers on the slalom course, de- ; home school;
feating the man closest to him by a College of Education; Northwestern; determine the qualities of greatness
cool margin of ten seconds. He took college; Lawrence college; Iron in presidents, the results showed
a second in the down-hi 11 beaten by Mountain, Mich. Ski club; Leland,
n few tenths of a second by Gene Mich. Ski club; and Duluth, Mich. that Lincoln, Washington, Franklin
D. Roosevelt, Wilson. Jefferson and
Knabel, of the Michigan Tech. Ski Ski club
Due to the excellent snow condi-1Jackson ranked as the “great.”
Club. In the combined scores Bjorn
came out very high with a 1989 tions and good light, skiers a n d ( Dr. Schlesinger pointed out that
percentage point, 19.fi points over spectators were ready for a fast great men often made poor candi
any one else in the whole meet,
j race, and that’s exactly what they dates. He declared that moral lead
Another Lawrence college team got. A high point of the race w as; ership, popular acclaim and the
member, Don Tourangeau, made the fact that there were no acci- j golden opinion of posterity really
sixth place in the combined scores, dents to mar the success of the day. determined the greatness of a presi
dent. He reminded the audience
that in politics as in chemistry, ac
tion induces reaction, and that big
persons often have big faults.
Bjorn Endreson defeated a field
of 57 competitors in the combined
downhill-slalom ski meet at Hough
ton, Mich., on Suftday, Feb. 16. This
ski meet finished off the events of
Houghton's annual
Winter Car
nival, and proved to be a great suc-
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RIO THEATRE
Starts Friday!

NOW SHOWING

VAN JOHNSON
"NO LEAVE, NO LO 'E

--- With --Xavier
Guy
C’l ’GAT • I.OMIt \KIM)
And Their ORCHESTRAS

Fraternities
UpTempoof
Activities

Initiation is again in the news
with the Pi Phi’s ceremony having
taken place last Sunday. The new
actives are: Carol Berry, Beverly
Christensen, Carolyn Conrard, Sue
Cooley, Anne Cox, Jo Ann Cox. Lor
raine Drolet, Marcia Forman, Anne
Lackie, Barbara Lighthall, Carolyn
Manchee, Marion Mattlck, Nancy
Miller, Virginia Moulton, Jane Mc
Namara, Meryl Pederson, Margaret
Saecker, Janet Spotswood, Nancy
Stolp, Joan Swackhammer, Dorothy
Swanson,, and Harriette Young.
A banquet followed at the Hotel
Appleton. Mary Anschuetz was pin
ned to Phi Delt Bob Morgan.
Alpha Chi alums, actives, and
pledges are giving a tea for the
Mother’s club and patronesses Sat
urday afternoon at the Methodist
church. The actives will furnish the
entertainment.
The Delta Gamma formal tomor
row night w ill have a George Wash*
ington theme. Dancing until twelve
at the Masonic temple. Best wishes
to Ruth Broderick, now wearing
Phi Delt Kenny Bahnson’s pin.
Kappa Delta pledges went under
orders Monday night and had pre
initiation Wednesday night. Rose
mary Meinert and Betty Vines are
the new K. D. pledges.
The K. D. chapter welcomed Mrs.
Mellar, a best-loved and Kappa
Delta president of nineteen years
ago, back to our campus for the
weekend.
S. A. I. actives presented a musi
cal last week for the pledges. Next
week the pledges w ill turn about
and give a return program for the
pledges.
Kappa Alpha Theta province
president, Mrs. C. Whitlaw, will vis
it the chapter next week. Shirley
Hanson was appointed freshman
representative to the Theta cabinet.

Methodist Scholarship
Program Grants Awards

Leading the list of notable campui fraternity events last week was
the initiation Sunday afternoon of
twenty Phi Delt pledges who were
later treated to dinner. New wear
ers of the sword and shield are;
Henry Campbell, James Campbell,
J.u c e Larson, Harvey Kuester,
Howard Barker, Richard Beilke,
Lynn Cooper, Francis Conrad, Ro
bert Dahle, John Ellis, Eugene Gar
vey, Mike Hadlee, Larry Hastings,
Carl Lauman, Bob Landsberg, Ned
Lund,
Dick
Nelson,
Richard
Schmidt, Bill Schuh
and
Bill
v/einer.
Also a new wearer of the same
badge is Mary Anschuetz, who was
pursuaded by Bob Morgan to take
hi pin.
The Valentine’s Day party pre
pared by Francis Conrad, Bob Fall
and Dale Nelson last Friday nigl\)
was pronounced a “success” by all
attenders.
Beta Theta Pis entertained the
Theta chapter w ith songs, skits and
food at the Sunday afternoon gettogether. The affair was another
•‘success."
Over at the Sig Ep house excite
ment centers around the baby dau
ghter born February 11 to Mr. an<J
Mrs. Nolde Flagg. Rumors have it
that the child w ill be named Sigma
Phi Flagg.
Socially, the Sig Eps entertained
Dean Dushane at dinner last night.
He spoke to them on current events.
And planned for tomorrow night is
a record party.
The Delts haven’t been idle with
George VanderWeyden hanging his
r
on Jeanne Willems last week
end. In addition the Delts are crow
ing about eating in the
house,
which starts March 2.
Walter Chilsen is new Delt rep
resentative on the Executive com
mittee and Dutch Bergmann will
represent the fraternity at the im
pending Northern Division Con
vention in Ohio.

Off to a strong start in its second
year of operation, the National
Methodist scholarship program al
ready has awarded 230 of the grants
for thr new school year. Director sented In the awards, with 44
E. W. Stodghill reported that some schools having received their full
70 Methodist schools were repre- quota of scholarships.

Add o Dash of Color to Your W ardrobe with

A GAILY PATTERNED
BOW

CUSTOM MOLDED CONTACT LENSES

Dr. Wm. G. Keller
Dr. L. H. Keller

- - - Glasses Fitted - - -

Optometrists

VICTOR W. STRACKE

Prompt Laboratory Service

Doctor of Optical Science

121 W. COLLEGE AVE.

T IE

P e M x m a liy e d

$1.50

THIEDE GOOD CLOTHES
128 E. College Ave.

Phone 1389

W 8 V2 E. College

Appleton

Phone 2415

GIVE GIFTS OF BEAUTY, Gifts
That Will Be Appreciated
And Remembered As
Time Goes On
Kentoa a strictly stratosphere
M uff in popularity polla with his

MARX Jewelers
212 E. College Ave.

powerhouse drive. Capitol’s latest
album"Anistry in R h y th m "« a
collection o f Kenton kicks... eight
exciting, original compositions
never before recorded.

For A Quick Pick-up Lunch Today
TRY OUR MENU

At your dealer-now!

$5.11 fi/mi Uw

N IW M IN D S
IN TORRID r iM F O S
'Hi* F w Too Big for «k Bod —Cap Wl
’lniertni»ion RifT —C*p N l
‘Painted Rhythm —Cap ÍM)

Ideal noon pick-ups that are
healthful as well as deHcious.
And top o ff each lunch with
any of our luscious ice cream
products. . . . Also a fine a s
sortment of delicious bulk
candy.

'Artistry Jumps' - Cap ÌÌ9

CORDS
1 1r

LUTZ RESTAURANT
114 E. College Ave.

DAINTY DICKEYS win
the vote for suits' best
com panions!
Rayon
crepes and sheers.

1.98
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Students Petition for Course in
Far Eastern, Russian History
To The Editor:
I tider the circumstances of the acknowledged interdependence of all
tne nations of the world, we have questioned the lack in the Lawrence
nistory department curriculum of courses dealing with Far Eastern
instory.
e understand the difficulty and need for consideration that each
addition to the schedule entails, but the need for courses in Asiatic
a i Russian history is becoming more important by the day, and is in
line with the progressive policy of Lawrence college. We think the
time is at hand for these additions.
riip petition for the course in marriage relations that has just recently
Deen so well received inspires us to start this agitation, and we are
onfident that another petition on the subject of Asiatic and Russian
lstory would meet with equal endorsement by the student body.
Respectfully submitted.
"Bob Hendries
B ill Hahn

L A W R I N T I AN

Language Society
Hears Purdy's Talk
On Cuban Problems

Cuba was Mr. James Purdy’s top
ic when he spoke at a meeting of
lota chapter of Phi Sigma Iota, na
tional romance language society,
held at the home of Miss Anne
Jones last Thursday evening.
Mr.
Purdy emphasized such things as
how Cuba feels toward the United
States and her home situations— po
litical. social and climatic.
Early last fall the following stu
dents and faculty members were in 
itiated into the society: Barbara
Albright, Betty Foulke, Lucy Kuepper, Joan Meier. Betty Van Horne,
and Mr. James Purdy.
The officers of Iota chapter are:
President, Dr Louis Baker; Vice
president. Marilyn Kallen; Corre
Notice posted on the bulletin sponding secretary. Miss Yvonne
Dufiy; Student secretary and trea
1board in the Engineering Building surer. Jean Derus.
at the University of Texas: “For
sale, beautiful diamond engage
“I cannot tell a lie. . . . Father, ment ring. 46-point, with sik side
I did it with my little hatchet." diamonds.”
With a knowledge born of ex
Ttms have the immortal words of perience. some understanding stu
pin first father come down through dent has added to the note: "My
the years. That honesty is the best sympathies, Chum.”
President C. P. McClelland of
policy we have no
doubt, but
fcmusmg incidents
miqht
occur "51,” will turn up in each room. M.icMurray college (Jacksonville,
111 > this week announced that the
should we suddenly decide that
Long-silent readers of the “Lawtruth, utter and simple truth, be our rentian" will pour in their gripes $500,000 goal of the college centen
nial financial campaign had been
Lawrence watch-word.
and groans of years past. Letters
passed and disclosed a 20-year $4,W> hereby, in the interest*
home will contain shocking confes
500 000 development plan for the
of science, declare tomorrow.
sions to parents of long-since ac
college. The centennial campaign
February 22, a day on which the
quired vices. Best of all. we’ll find
was for the $245,000 library build
absolute truth is to be told by
out why Richard really won’t open
ing, already in use, and a proposed
everyone, honest or otherwise.
the door.
chapel.
Honest Saturday . . , or . . .
The establishments along College
The campaign to raise the money
**<ireen For a Day” . . . .
avenue w ill suffer an all-time Sat
for
a $330,000 chapel has also been
Imagine the dismayed look*} on urday night low, as proper ages
completed. The donations to the
the profs when we tell ’em. “I 1are revealed. Students in the libe
don’t know," instead of bluffing will break down and admit that it chapel fund include $125,000 by the
late Mrs. «Henry Pfeiffer of New
around till the bell rings. Can't you |isn’t the students* noise that bothers
York, $25,000 by the Methodist
see the gals' faces when they Ret them most. Poker games will lose
Board of Education, and $50,000 by
an answer to that all-famous "How their stimulus as truth reaches out
the citizens of Jacksonville. The
do you like my hair-do?" No doubt to claim its victims.
Methodist church in Illinois has
countless numbers of formerly lost
Yes, George Washington said it almost reached its goal of $ 100,000
treasurers, such as silver earrings, . . . . but. you know, he couldn’t
in this campaign and is expected to
a favorite pipe, that new Parker have had much fun.
complete its campaign before the
celebration of the centennial on
October 10. 1947. The alumnae of
the college are raising $30,000 to be
used to provide an organ for the
new chapel,
The proposed $4,500,000 develop
BY MARY HARTZELL
the following fall the young ladies
In the “Lawrentian” of December. had moved in. (For the interest of ment campaign of the college will
1889. ran an editorial on the pro present pccupants, board and room provide $3,000,000 additional en
posed observatory, suggesting that ranged from $3.75 to $1.00 a week» dowment for MacMurray
the building be named in honor uf The indebtedness resulting from
Professor L. Wesley Underwood. this venture was soon wiped out,
M. S. Three years before Profes leaving Underwood free to follow
sor Underwood had
come
to his project. In addition to a sum
Lawrence university to take over pledged in Appleton for the con
the department of mathematics struction, the professor expected to
and astrology. It was only a raise SIH.OOO personally, a singular
Short while afterwards that his feat.
classes were some of the most popu
Lawrentians felt that surely if
lar on campus.
any man deserved to have his name
Underwood was determined
to perpetuated in connection with
Set an astronomical observatory Lawrence, it was he. They suggest
fleeted at the school if he could ed that as a token of appreciation,
do anything to bring it about. For the new structure be named the
Some time his efforts were thwart Underwood Observatory. So it be
ed while the new dormitory for wo came. and so it w ill remain until
men. Ormsby Hall, was being com the observation tower becomes a
part of the memorial student union,
pleted.
In the spring of 1889, however. l.awrence’s newest building ven
Ormsby had been dedicated, and ture.
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Girlfriend Says:
Did Georgie No,
Ring Goes on Sale
Practice What
He Preached?

Mac Murray
Achieves $500,000
Centennial Goal

Observatory Is Named for Lawrence
Math Professor Who Promoted Drive

Fog« S

Lack of Snow Hinders
Sculpturing in Past Years
Have you been making big plans
for your project in the annual snowsculpturing contest which has been
in the offing for so long? Perhaps
the lack of ‘‘»culpable” snow has
worried you until you fear that the
actual contest itself never w ill ma
terialize. Your fears are well found
ed.
Concealed in the back issue of the
Lawrentian is the information that
there is a little more than 50-50
chance that there will be enough
snow. In the seven years since the
annual battle was first inaugurated,
there have been only four actual
competitions.
The subjects chosen by the vari
ous groups from year to year re
flected many changes due to cur
rent events. In 1941 second prize
went to the Delts who portrayed
Uncle Sam on a battleship in front
of a map of America, while Hitler
was represented as towing a row
boat in front of a map of Europe.
In 1943 the Delts, cashing in on the
patriotic jackpot they had hit the
year before, won first place with a
figure of an aviator on a life raft.
In 1946 the first prize for fraterni
ties went again to the Delts, who

had converted to post-war themes
with their replica of the new Union
—“Snow Dream, if you contribute.”
The Thetas, with the peacetime
spirit, won second place for the
sororities with a "Back Home for
Keeps" couple.
Animals seem to have been sure
fire winners since the Betas won
first place in 1941 with s dog
crouched by a bone, the A.D.Pi’s
won first in 1943 with a dog bark
ing at a snow man and the D.G.’s
won first place last year with a
squirrel chewing on an acorn.
Some of the more interesting non
winning sculptures included the Phi
Tau’s bottle-toting character who
held up a lamp post last year, the
Pi P h i’s heart-shaped toboggan com
plete with spilled riders and all,
and the A.D. P i’s portrayal of the
girls on campus moving out of the
fraternity houses when the men re
turned.
A ll that remains for would-be
sculptors to do now is to keep
watching the weather and to keep
singing the chorus of their favorite
song. “Let It Snow, let it snow, let
it snow."

GO DE LUXE
YELLOW CAB CO.
DIRECT

SERVICE

Phone 6000
212 N. APPLETON

I

HAVE YOUR

Tennis Racket Restrung
SO IT WILL BE READY FOR THE APPROACHING
TENNIS SEASON

VALLEY SPORTING GOODS CO.
I

2442

211
21) N. Appleton St.

Rytex Personal Stationery

ENJOY THESE NEW RECORDS

Individualized with name and address

I W ont to Th an k Your Folks
You Should Have Told M e ...........................King Cole Trio
And So to Bed
Sooner or L a t e r ......................................................... Dinah Shore
It's Dreamtime
W e Could M ake Such Beautiful Music . Vaughn Monroe
Opus I
V alse T r i s t e .....................................................................Gene Krupa
A t Sundown
T 0 M e ...........................................................................Tommy Dorsey

$
1

Just a Gigolo
_
September S o n g ..........................................Joe Mooney Quartet

FARR’S MELODY SHOP
224 E. College

RADIO S

S ER V IC E
Phone 419

box

Stationery
Street Floor

- t í .C .f y
y um ae

Morton Gould's New Album Rendezvous

RECO RDS

Personalized stationery that's yours alone.
60 sheets and 40 envolepes of this quality
paper.
Double ffolded) or single sheets, in
white or blue. Name and oddress in blue or
mulberry

do.

Formerly Pettibon«-P«abody Co.

j
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You Weren’t Really Scared;
Mr. Smith’s Ghost Pushed You
If Caesar’s ghost were looking for a new place to haunt, what Law
rence college building would he be most likely to choose? The most
logical place of all would be Smith house. For years there have been
w ild rumors about the two people who hanged themselves in the tower,
the dead body locked in an upstairs room, and the flickering lights that
are occasionally reported seen at the third floor windows just at tw i
light. O f course, the stories aren’t true. It is really just an ordinary jld
deserted house, or rather two houses put together. It was built just
after the Civil War by a man with the imposing name of Augustus Ledyard Smith, who also had an imposing career as the founder and first
president of the First National Bank of Appleton, and his home was one
of the most beautiful in the city

The house changed hands after
Mr. Smith's death and was used as
a girls' dormitory as late as 1920.
After that it was a home for crip
pled children for a while, and Dr.
Rogers and his family also lived
(here for a time. Now, the one
time showplace of the city has derayed and degenerated oo that its
•nly worthwhile purpose is to pro
vide space for the Lawrence Col-

"Hey Dick,
How About
That Door?

//
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lege Theater workshop. Most mem
bers of the crews which work on
scenery there are caught toy the
myjttery of the old place, and the
first time, this is about what hap
pens.
You stand for a moment on the
sidewalk looking toward the peeling
sides and sagging steps of the old
place. The late afternoon sun throws
curious shadows across the architec
tural nightmare of gables, roofs and
towers. You feel as though hidden
eyes are peering at you from every
one of the odd assortment of w in
dows. You catch yourself hoping
that someone else will be there
working this afternoon. Warily you
advance along the cracked rem
nant of a sidewalk that leads to the
old side door. Slowly, carefully you
turn the knob and push the door
open. Strangely enough it doesn’t
|creak._You_take heart and step in
side. The floor boards of the old
kitchen sag, and here and there a
piece of board is missing altogether.
There is absolute silence except for
the hissing of a half-hearted radi
ator. It looks sort of interesting, you
think, and you decide promptly to
investigate the situation thoroughly
while you’re here.

Do you know why Richard’s
friend couldn’t open the door? He
was a Harvard man and there was
u Yale lock on the door!
Yes, Hut-Sut Kilroy on the rillerah is on the rampage again, this
time in the form of a daffy tune
called ‘ Open the Door, Richard.”
W ith every comedian mentioning
it at least once during his half-hour
<in a recent poll of radio stand
bys. “Richard" placed second), disc
You climb the narrow, steep
programs plunging it as often as stairs to the old ballroom, now filled
possible, and references to it right with pieces of scenery, tools and
on campus Mhe Ariel door), it’s pulleys. The late afternoon sun
hard to believe anyone has gone streams in through the broad win
this long without hearing it. But dows, and you wonder how it all
we've heard tell of a certain frosh looked when it was the scene of
who has thus far escaped the loony Kay parties and dancing.
You settle down to work with a
lyrics (rumor has it he’s already
begun digging for his geology term paint brush for a while out of u
.sense of duty, but you soon sucpaper due next spring).
Actually, the screwball number is , eumb to the lure of exploration, and
based on an old burlesque theater decide to begin by looking over the
drunk skit written in 1919. After basement while it is still light. You
collecting dust for all these years, a go down the steps to the first floor
small Negro band picked it up and lightheartedly enough and look
recorded it last fall. Now every about for a likely door. You open
lending orchestra and vocalist 111 the one and peer down a dark flight of
country has made a platter of broken stairs. Carefully you edge
“ Richard" and a quartet known as your way down, stepping over the
hollow space where a step used to
The Yokels has waxed it in Yid- \
be. At the bottom you stand for a
dish.
Phil Harris’ daughters, on moment until your eyes become ac
their Sunday night N B C show customed to the dark shadows. A
were among the first to introduce shutter bangs and as you take to
the song. for until then it was little the stairs, you get a hazy impres
known except to west coast audi sion of a large, maze-like passage
ences.
way filled with old cobwebs, broken
Composer Jack
McVea has a plaster and musty odors. You dash
sequel all ready, called "The Key up to the friendly warm light of
is m the Mailbox." and a second the ballroom and wait for your
sequel may have Richard married breath and your courage to catch
to a comely neighbor.
up with you.
But what has Richard done to the
You wander through the second
country? He's made the lives oi floor rooms, choked with old scen
every American named Richard a l ery. props, and dust, and finding
most intolerable: stores are using nothing spectacular, you decide to
him tn their ads «Frnudlin Simon: venture up another flight of stairs
“Open the D o o i it's Richard, your to the third floor. A closed door
Valentine") and a beer firm offers on your left challenges you. You
their product to the slumberous jerk at it for a moment until you
Richard in an attempt to get him realize that it is nailed shut, s<>ptnto open up.
ingly from the inside. You get a
I«iuritz Melchior broadcast "Rich- queer feeling and begin to wonder
nrd” from coast-to-coast and this about those dead bodies. You notice
Sunday at 4 p. m. Alec Templeton vaguely a peeling number 'HO' on
w ill perform his operatic version of the door, a relic of the old dor
“Open the Door. Richard.'*
mitory days. You begin to admit to
But if you still nuss it. there’s a yourself that you’re a little scared,
broadcast from Louisville. Ken but you decide to go on just the
tucky. every night at 2 p. m. and same A* closed door with a wavy
the MC is very obliging with re glass pane is ahead of you. It's a l
quests. All you have to do is call most completely black behind it.
him and he'll spin “ Richard.” We Quaking, you open the door and go
know—one night in answer to re in.
quests he played it three times suc
You find yourself in a long, dark
cessively!
attic. Little spots of light stream

in from tiny holes in the roof and
lie in white circles on the floor.
You inch your way along, wanting
desperately to run, but you don’t
dare. Across the room you see the
dim white outline of a doorknob,
glowing eerily in the faint light.
You begin to hear all the former
occupants of the house tiptoeing
along in silent order behind you
with Mr. Smith in the lead. You
give up all pretense of cautiousness
and make a lunge for that white
doorknob. You jerk the door open
and step out into the light again,
and the tiptoeing ghosts sink back
into the shadows.
You duck under a barrier placed
directly across the passageway and
at your right come upon a doorless
room containing a battered old cot
and a chair. When you feel its
gl ostly occupant slowly rub its eyes
and sit up and look reproachfully
at you for breaking its silent sleep,
you excuse yourself and depart
hastily to a small round room with
vestiges of rose colored paint on
the walls. This is obviously the first
landing of the tower.
W ith quaking knees you climb
the decaying steps to the next land
ing. Suddenly, your horrified eye
lights on a tattered rope noose sus
pended from a rafter direcily above
your head. Mr. Smith is right on
your heels all the way down to the
kitchen door. He stops there, but
you don't pause until you're back
on the front sidewalk in old familiar
surroundings.
You turn around for another
look. The afterglow of the sunset
silhouettes the tower and the gables
and reflects in all the windows.
You laugh a little at yourself think
ing how silly all those wild tales
leally are. But suddenly — it’s a
little hard to tell with the sunset
on the windows, but wasn’t that a
light that just flickered in the tow
er window?

Students Report Ideas
To Improve Campus
Perfection as an abstract ideal is
usually impossible to attain. This
was proved all over again last week
when a poll was taken among Law 
rence students to determine just
what improvements students here
are dreaming up for their alma
mater. Responses were many and
varied as the comments below am 
ply demonstrate:
A pay phone in Main hall avail*
able to all.
Hot water in the Town girls’
room.
A door knob on the door of 29
that doesn't fall off each time the
door is closed, leaving the occu
pants trapped inside (I know! we
climbed down the fire escape the
other day to get out.)
A few more stairways in Main
hall, or some system of regulating
traffic (preferably the first)
Some more
heat in Pan-Hell
house.
A unified system of grading
throughout the school — at present
each prof has his own egocentric
little system — maybe if a system
were established we'd know what
to work for.
Put in a sidewalk from Ormsby
to College avenue.
Fix the steps outside Main hall
so that they're not so slippery.
Put an elevator in Brokaw.
No chop suey or at least not so
often.
The final exams shouldn’t be
counted as such a large part of the
final grade by some professors.
There should be a new way of
giving final exams. They shouldn’t
be given in the gym with proctors
constantly hovering around.
There should be better lighting in
the libe.
The libe should be heated more.
There should be more money for
books, so the libe can be much bet
ter equipped, especially in research
materials.
Mid-term grades should be done

away with for all except freshman.
There should be showers in Saga.
There should be a room at thg
Con where the records are kept id
that students can go there and lis».
ten to whatever records they wish.
Higher wages should be given
students for work done for the col»
lege.
Shoot Mr. Nutter.
There shouldn’t be any sororitiat
or fraternities.
Deport Mr. Nutter.
There shouldn’t be any mice mi
Brokaw.

Home Seeker:
Take Heed
Minneapolis, Minn. — (A C P )— To
find an apartment, be slipshod in
your method, advises B ill Saeke,
University of Minnesota arts sopho
more. Perseverance paid off, but
inaccuracy played the big part in
getting him and his wife an apart*
ment recently.
Faced with eviction, Sacks and
his wife sat down to a phone and
began calling every apartment list*
ed in the directory. As they passed
through the C ’s and into the D#
with no favorable response, they
got a wrong number. The woman
on the other end of the line wai
cleaning an apartment in her homo
just vacated by her son-in-law.
Saeks and his wife moved in.

I hair from D uluth asks for “that"
religion book. The gentleman next
in line chuckles and teases her with
the remark, “You need it."
Another character arrives, whom
we later surmise to be a German
student, who, with some embarrass*
ment, asks for “that Frieder booh
and In ’somebody’s’ W ald." From
that clue, Maurie suggests. "You
want Frieder-Im Thüringer \V»ld
•He did the same trick in French
with somebody else.)
The act that topped them all.
though, was the fellow that asked
for a “Spinoza.” Spinoza was fetch
“May I see your card, please?”
ed for him from the other side of
“You don’t happen to have that book second hand, do you?”
the room. That was followed with,
Where were these said and by whom? That is not the sixty-four dol "Give me a 'Hume'.” Hume followed
lar question; everybody is acquainted with the friendly bookstore, its in Spinoza's steps. After Mamie's
wit and wisdom, and w’ith the books on the shelves which are a Univer second trip he finally asked for a
sity of Knowledge in themselves.
"James" only to discover, when ha
But don’t we all esteem the cheerful smile and willing helpfulness was ready to make a
financial
of the two real people we meet standing behind the counter passing settlement, that he hadn’t brought
a newly bound book with one hand while reaching for another? If any money along. “Forgot it. 1 11
any two people have ever read Dale Carnegie’s books on how to win come back later!”
friends. Maurie Brown and Naomi Ayers certainly must have done so.
You. the one man audience. soon
The next time you feel down and i ----------------------------- realize that both Maurie Brown and
out and realize that the world is came. You will, almost inevitably, Naomi Ayers have an unbelievable
aligned against you. step into the see some of the following scenes: acquaintance with the many more
book room and be refreshed by the
A breathless student rushes in ¡than one hundred different kinds of
"Hello!’’ that greets you.
with the words of mouth followin^ text books they handle. See if I'm
If time permits, step to the side behind him. "I'm in Econ; what not correct when, the next time
and observe and listen to the pass- books do I need?” Maurie knows as you go the book room, either Mau
ing drama of life as its characters he hands him the pocket size edi- l ie or Naomi hands you a book with
enter from the right, do their act |tion of Chase,
the comforting thought. "It'll be
and then depart from whence they
A young lass with flowing blonde easy—skim right through it!”

An Innocent Bystander
Observes Bookstore Antics

Goodman SaysNew Music Leaders
Will Come From America’s Colleges

BY BENNY GO O D M A N
j -------------------- ---- ---Leadership in musical progress and advancement of musicianship will Woody Herman. Marquette Univers*
come from America’s new crop of university men and women
ity; Les Brown, Duke Universityi
I've come to realize the importance of this fact during my six-month Jim m ie Luneeford Fisk iTnive.*.
stay in California. During these months I have had occasion to work
™ *
n ♦
.«
»
with and to observe many of the new’ college bred musicians, and I have ! ~’
ail „ ,e s P? Dartmouth Collearned the true extent of the campus influence on modern American £ 8e.
Columbia University, and
music.
Fred Waring, Pennsylvania State
First, let's take the trends of music. It is the endorsement of campus £ ? IIe,Re' The, University of North
people across the country that seals the fate of new music. Back in the ~aro' ina produced Hal Kemp, John
twenties and the wild college days, we led into an era of rather fantastic Sco,t Trotter, Jan Garber, Skinnay
musical arrangements.
:Ennis and Kay Kyser.
The more serious nature of today's university students is reflected In
E d itio n to the musicians themtoday's music. The b*<t and most acceptable must have a studied perfec- s*“lves' the reactions from Amer*
tion to meet approval of the critical college group. Musicians who fail !can camPu* groups are powerful
to recognize this do not last long at the top, if they ever get there.
j influences. We who play the musie
Don’t misunderstand me. I have no ax to grind with the musician who may P,av as we feel- but y °lir reacAt first, we learn of George Washington in charming little talcs . . ne never went to college. I had no college education myself, for that matter. ,ions to our music give us the guid#
_----------------j to our success at interpretation. If
chopped dowri a cherry tree, he threw a dollar across But i feel strongly that we are get-1 ---- ----the Potomac*he never told a lie. . .
ting an increasingly better tvpe of ^*ie. These influences are alteady we miss, w’e hear about it. If our
Then we begin to study American history, and we read that he won the music in i from th* r n i w .
bein«more
felt in
music
America,
musicianship
musician from the college group. |and
and more
weofmust
look rtpor(s
tcll us is good, your critical
war almost single-handed, that he alone guided the new
They not only understan j the puhe to the university educated to help
nation through its first confused years. . .
Sometimes I am asked what my
But later we learn that though he was a military genius, he was quite of today's music better, but they us give adequate interpretation to advice to a young musicianship
unversed in the affairs of state, that all he could do was are helping to raise the level of all that music.
would be. The old saw about lots of
listen to the suggestions of those around him and pick popular music.
That is why I feel sure that a hard work is always good, but pos
There was a time when the music large part of my next band will be sibly more important still is the
the one which sounded best. And as for the war. as
magnificent as Washington was, he couldn't have won expression of American came pri made up of university-educated mu- recommendation to play the music
without the French. . .
niarily from the violent emotions sicians. They are the young men of as you feel it.
\
\hy then do we honor him? Because from the tales of fact and fancy of large groups of underprivileged the day. They are ones who must
Similarly, the future of American
which have arisen concerning him, we can distinguish people
give voice to the emotions of a peo- music depends upon the freedom of
a man who was at once remarkable and believable. He
But America has come far. The pie whose standard of living is hTgh- college and university people to exwas
an ordinary man
as cap.ibly
ast ahe
,
J , who did things
- ----v
— ..s
n d a r d of living of the entire er than any others in the world. ! press" themselves
ABOUT music.
could,
responsibilities or
of great ornces
offices country nas
has been
the
....... who assumed the
»ne rcsponsiDinues
Deen raised The nation They
They are
are
the ones who must cive even ihoneh thev nrr not rrmsirian.
i* i v*g»n him u > h e ih o .>
.... ........ .
%
_
» .
.
given him whether he liked them or not. whcse short- suffered the pains of yet another us leadership.
*
, w f n u<, h J e the irT rC rrrA rio.« in

Here's a M an W hat Am

A M a n -G e o rg e W ashington
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Crossing Campus Boundary Is Giving Dollars to Save
A Week of Crisis: This last week found two governments facing prob
lems of major proportions.
Britain’s crisis:
The recent cold wave that swept over England brought a crisis for
the Socialist Labor government now in power.
This fall coal production was found to be short 300,000 tons weekly.
The Minister of Fuel reported this fact to the government. Instead of
rationing, they decided to gamble on raising production. The bad weath
er. the worst in years, forced the shortage to a crisis. Fuel and power
became so short, industry has been forced to shut down. Millions are
out of work.
Sir Hartley Shawcrass, Government Attorney-General, summoned
the fuel crisis in these word: “If we don’t succeed in overcoming this
situation the Labor Government will fail and there will be an end to
any idea of socialism in our time.”

China’s crisis:

Civilization too Much Asked?
Suppose you were a veteran returning to a
Lawrence college pillaged by invaders d u rin g
’te war; the U nion would be rubble, M ain h all
w ould stand in charred ruins, and Sage w ould
be a skeleton against the sky.

Y et you were

returning to acquire the rest of your education
interrupted when you went to war.

In China inflation is running wild. A recent government order set the
exchange rate at $12,000 Chinese for $1. United States, but reports are
that trading is actually being done at the rate of $12,500 to $ 1.
The hoarding of rice and other staple foodstuffs is believed to be the
cause of this inflation. By order of Chiang Kai-shek, the Chinese Bureau
of Investigation and Statistics is investigating the financial market and
the hoarding. Fear of the B. I. S. and high prices has brought more food
to market, but China’s prices w ill be sky high for some time.
Another development in China is the decision of the government to
get out of business. This decision was announced in a recent govern
ment order to break the inflation and is interesting in contrast to the
British determination to remain in business.

Doings of Other Schools
Are Varied, Interesting
BY NANCY KINGSBURY
A frenzy of dramaturgy seems to a slight over-supply of monarchs at
Coe for awhile. . . .
have enveloped midwestern cam
A column in the Beloit Round
puses this week. At Monmouth the Table contained a gripe about the
students are producing ‘ The Mer 7:30 p. m. weekly curfew for freshchant of Venice, at Cornell they I men women. To think that we used
they are presenting "Hamlet,” and to groan about signing out after
at Knox they are going all out seven o’clock!
Beloit W.A.A.’ers spent a Sunday
with Gilbert and Sullivan’s “M i
kado” and “Saint Joan” by Bernard at a steak fry. They were trans
ported by bus and station-wagon to
Shaw.
The latest idea to hit the Coe a Boy Scout cabin near Roscoe, Wiscampus is a contest for a king and consin, where the fry was held. The
queen of “Gamology,” that is the total cost was only $.85 per person
study of legs, female variety. Pho Who said that inflation was just
tographs are to be taken of the con around the corner?
When the telephone company
testants' legs and the male that is
able to match correctly names with neglected to put the money boxes
“gams” w ill automatically become in their telephones at Indiana uni
king. Sounds as if there might be versity the students really had a
field day. They found they could
call anywhere in the United States
with a quarter, a nickel, and a dime.
The coins would drop right through
and could be used over and over
again. The Bell Telephone Com
pany estimated a loss of $500 in one
week. From now on, I’m going to
watch that little man when he
comes around to collect the money
An unfriendly, foreboding, empty boxes!
The students at Beloit voted six
mailbox seems to start the day off
all wrong. It gives one that lutile, to one against requiring men to
forgotten feeling: left alone in a wear tuxedoes at college formals.
far-off place to study and rot with The “one” must have been a female
no contact with the outside world. vote that leaked in somehow.
Definite trends seem to be fol
However, the pitiful mail-less un
fortunates are often better off than lowed by the majority of colleges
the kids with boxes lousy with each week in regard to the major
mail, so harken to these words of problems of campus and woild af
fairs. This week's question seems
comfort:
You see, despicable characters to be: Just what does Hoagy Carwhose boxes are continually pour- michael mean when he says- one
ing forth letters are often typed by one. a cow goes by"? Oh well,
by fate itself, and innumerable we wouldn’t be in college if we
catastrophes regularly befall them knew everything.
because of this ungodly phenom- _
__
f
enon. For example, if you'll notice L C t W I G l l C G h l C t S n t
tomorrow at the breakfast table, i
undoubtedly you will see someone
busily reading a letter while he be
A perplexed freshman stopped
gins to eat. As the marked man Mr. Grosshauser, who is in charge
reaches for his grapefruit juice ' wo ' of housing in the dorms at the Uni
love grapefruit juice up here), it versity of Colorado, and asked him
gently turns over, spilling the where he was to stay. Mr. Gross
slightly damp contents upon the hauser checked the list and sent the
letter-getter's letter sweater. Letter young man up to room 302.
men never use strong language,
The newcomer wandered wearily
naturally, so after a timid, “Aw, up to the third floor and, not paus
shucks.” he gives up the juice angle ing to check the numbers on the
as a bad job.
door too closely, he opened the door
As he turns to tlie second para of T302. T302 happens to be a tele
graph where undying love is being phone booth with the phone resworn, he absent-mindedly empties moved. He quickly ran downstairs
his dry cereal into the cup of cof and into the office with this slate
fee rather than the bowl
with ment.
cream in it. Comes the revolution!
‘i'm sorry, sir. but I'm afraid it’s
Picking lip his letter and piece of going to be impossible for me to uet
toast, he stalks out of the dining all of my stuff in that room—it's
too crowded.”
room, munching angrily.
There are always those who read
mail during eight o’clock lectures. Research Reveals
It gives the rest of us unpopular
souls a deep satisfaction to see the Clams Aren't Noisy
prof grab one up by the nape of
I,o .folia, Calif. — <ACP) — Take
the neck, snatch the letter from her the word of science for it—“silent
trembling hands, and throw it into as a clam’' is a scientifically sound
the wastebasket. Pushing her down expression. Clams make no noise.
again into her chair, he goes on This was revealed today us one ol
rambling, leaving her to swear nev the incidental results of an exten
er again to get a letter.
sive wartime investigation of natur
The pay-off is when someone sets al underwater noises by the Univer
a letter with the last paragraph in sity or California Division of War
German. When he asks some downResearch.
east person with no mail to trans
In searching for the source of a
late for him. it a f f o r d s a fine oppor peculiar crackling noise which iroutunity for dirty work. The jealous
1 .
„««* Qhn -nv«; vou-re bled sonar operators on submarines,
translator can soy. She says you re ^
scii|UWs found ,h at ,1« popua lousy, good-for-nothing. .■■■- —
,■ .■
,* .* shrimp were
never could stand you. so take o f f responsible,
u lii‘ making the clatter by
Aha. another life ruined.
Pn- snapping their oversized claws,
Now tomorrow when you
Even crabs and barnacles were

No Letters
May be Ray
Of Sunshine

Come to This—Yet

laugh merrily and be than
They are silent as
don't have a letter: you'll live long no j l.i i •
well, as other clams.
and be happier because of it.

Y ou w ould find A ppleton changed; houses
and shops destroyed, trees cut dow n to prov^ie
fuel, h u ngry people w alking sad eyed and griev
ing

in their rags, bands of half-grown boys

roam ing the streets and learning the trade of
mobsters.

“Ju st liv in g ” w ould be the prim e

concern of everyone and you, w ith your hopes
and ideas, w ould be but one more hungry per
son to feed.
Yet somehow 7 you w ould find a room, if only
on the floor of a garage. The dam p and cold
w ould m ake you sick, but prices, sky rocketing
because a ll necessities of life are bought so
dear, w ould be too prohibitive to allow you to
rent better quarters or to see a doctor or even
to buy medicine. Each day, weakened by lack
of food and w ithout adequate clothing, you
would go to class, h u ddling for w arm th w ith
your fellow students, listening to Mr. Bober,
one of the few professors alive after the bloody
year, but now wracked by pain. At night, since
electricity now costs so much, you w ould study
lessons by candle light, bundled in blankets,
w riting on brow n w rapping paper because note
paper, too, is scarce, and devoid of text books
since both libraries in town were casualties of
war.
This is a grim picture; an untrue picture of
Lawrence and he security of America. But it is
an understatem ent of conditions in Asia and E u 
rope. Here are the students and the ideas and
the m inds that must forge themselves to re
build the world we knew, to bu ild the w orld we
want. They cannot do it alone just as we, who
can, do not w ant to do it alone.
B ut our fellow students abroad can work
w ith ur to achieve a more secure and a better
life. This supreme effort that they are m aking
depends in large measure upon slight c o ntrib u 
tions from us, contributions of money to bu^
the necessities to keep them in school. The
W S S F raises this money throughout all nations
but m a in ly the United States; the Lawrence
drive begins next week.
O ur goal is $2,000; an investm ent to throw
into the balance between peace and war. H u n 
gry and discouraged people are dangerous peo
ple; only by fate are we not such a people. Next
tim e we m ight not be so lucky. Is it worth our
w hile to contribute two dollars apiece toward
com bating the hunger and discouragement of
today so that they w ill not be ours tomorrow ?

Young Love Is Charming, but
Does It Have to be Public?
Life may have changed much since the days
Lancelot rode up to Elaine on a w hite charger
to win her heart w ith noble deeds and flow ery
phrases, but there is no need to carry the re
versal to the extreme as a m inority of L a w 
rence women are doing. Good plain necking is
carried on in the lounges of the w om en’s dor
mitories before and after each meal and during
calling hours. Repeated adm onitions from L W A
and the house mothers have had little effect in
curbing the practice which is degrading both to
the house reputations and the reputations of the
women concerned
But look at the way it stacks up. A ny girl
who believes h e r« If truly in love should object
to having her more rom antic moments subject
to public stares and gossip.
Any boy who
really likes a gn 1 hould be afraid of cheapening
a special and beautiful relationship w ith pro
miscuous kissing or, even more. If the gii I he
considers “the one and only” then freely con
sents to public dem onstration, he may recon
sider.
And if it is not “true love’’ both parties are
doing themselves incalculable harm. The boy
gains the reputation among other women of
being too dem anding and is scratched off as a
desirable future date. The girl is subject to
gossip and stories among the other women and
has her nam e bandied about among the men on
campus as an easy m ark worth dating once or
twice for the fun of it but no* worth getting
serious about.
Cam pus opinion is very censurous of the
morals w ith in dormitories. As a girl said, “The

Student Backing is H a lf the Team —
Has It Quit the Playing Field?
Out of a thousand students attending Law*
rence only thirty cared enough for the basket*
ball team to follow it down to Ripon for the
game last Tuesday night.

Other buses had been

scheduled but student support was so slight that
their running was cancelled.

No pep rally o f

enthusiasm sparked the campus before the team
left.

We might well have been playing no game

for the notice many in the student body gave te
the event.
We lost; we have lost four conference garnet
all season, w in n in g an equal number. These last
four were won at the beg inning of the seasovw
At that tim e cam pus talk ran high. “Two Cham»
pionships in one year . . . boy, that’s w h a t w f
w ant!

W e’ve got the team.

W e’ll do it.”

we have a team, and a good one.

Sure*

But so do tb#

other colleges in the conference and a ll of thea|
pointed em otionally to Lawrence, the big gufi
in league com petition, one of the B IG threat*.
Then we dropped one.

O p in io n in other school!

was, “If Beloit can do it. so m igh t we.” Y et her#
we witnessed not an enthusiastic student en*
dorsement w hich was actively backing the boyi
in each engagement.

Instead we saw a pa rtial

abandonm ent of basketball support w h ich has
become more m anifest w ith each loss.
Two of the toughest games rem ain: Beloit»
the league leader, tonight, and K nox, second in
com petition, away from home later.
Beloit by

W e lost to

ten points earlier, ten points that

could be ours this tim e if we had an inspired
team.

W e have not yet m et K nox, a team that

lost to Coe by nine points, the same Coe team
we pulverized 70-3H early this season.

The team

that beat Coe is still p lay ing for Lawrence.
But is the same student attitu de still w ith it?

Detroit Police Prove
Veterans are Normal
The w om en’s m agazines and psychiatrists
made h im a c rim inal and a problem .
B ut
strangely enough, the veteran seems to be just
average. In Detroit, the police departm ent was
determ ined to find out if the women's m agazines
were correct.
A fter 15 months ol careful study and tabu 
lation of arrests, tin departm ent came to the
conclusion that the former serviceman is violent
but no more so than anyone else. The crimes
com m itted by veterans in D etroit were in pro
portion to the numb* i >f veterans in that city.
T h ink ing in terms of the veteran as a special
class should be stopped. He is just an average
( iti/.en and wishes to he considered as such.
dorm is supposed to be my home.
But I'm
ashamed to go into the lounge after din ner for
fear of disturbing people and I am asham ed
to entertain my folks there.” A boy, speaking
for a group commented, “Those dam ned wom en.
It's aw ful. I ’m glad 1 don’t have a g irl.”

T

he

L

a w r e n t ia n
Mftj.bti

A s s o c i a t e d G o lle fc ia te P r e s s
D."tribute* of

Cblloftrilc Digest
P ub lish ed n f r v lrlda\ d u rin g the college y n t e t i r p l *»*•»•
Owns bv th r l aw m ic e
« f C o n tro l of I.a w rrn c e lo llr g « ,
A p p le to n , W ln eo inln .
K n trrrd i< « fr o n d rla>« m i t l » r .Sept. ¿0, Ittlll at th r p»»l oftire at A p p le to n , W i*.. u n d rr th r art of M arch 3, !* !'• P rln te S
bv th r P oU P ub lis h in g m m p a n v . A p p le to n , WI». s u b s c rip tio n
rate« arr
p rr w a r . »It*«» p rr » r m m tr r .
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P hone Mi 1.1
f ir o r g r M a t K in n o n
H u«inr«« M a n a g rr
I'h o u r <♦*.*.«
I III I OH I A I. S T A F F
, M a u r ir r Itro w n
M anag ing E ditor
(.r o r g la l.lp k e
M akr-up F d ito r
•Iran > a n llr n g e l
s tu d r n t Co-I.ditors
l*at lla m a r
, , , . I t j v r Itro o ker
Sport« f d it o r ..........
.lan* Itielefeld
F rit* H r ln e m a n n
; f rature I dit or . . .
...
lîill Siebera
I M iiMr F d ito r
....
Pat l l r r n n i n
! Art F.dltor . ..........
Itr ttv K ir ffe r
! Ilrama I ditnr
< a rto o n i« t
................................................................. (ilo r ia r .r o n h o lm
T » p i « l « .................................................................. ............ .loan llan«o»i
Loi* S r iu r li n k
H l V IV I SS STAFF
C irc u la tio n M an ag er ...............................................
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Phis Secure
B Team Beats
Interfraternity Ripon B Squad
Basketball Lead In Close Game
A hard fighting Lawrence B team
handed a tough Ripon B team their
first defeat of the season Tuesday
night at Ripon. Lawrence started out
fast and at the half possessed a 2012 margin.
The second half the
rangy Riponites fought back to a
34-33 lead with but 30 seconds re
maining in the game. This set the
stage for little Don Boya to drop
one through for a 35-34 victory.
sP°tsHigh point men of the fracas
The up to date standings are as were D. Nelsen who dumped in 13
fo llo w s :
points and D. Boya who collected
^
10 markers. The points for Ripon
L.
Pet.
W.
1S
were
distributed,
Phi Delta Theta
4 0 1.000 i L a w re n well
ce
(R ip o n
F G FT FI Caiiborg
Independents
2
1
.667
3 0 2 M illpointer
D. Boya
Phi Kappa Tau
2
1
.667 L. Cooper
0 2 2 Harnett
5 3 ljZim m erm an
Heta Theta Pi
1
2
.333 D. Nelsen
1 0 0 Johnson
R. D en/
Delta Tau Delta
1
2
.333 R. Buesmg 2 2 21Rasmussen
t 0 0 Bray
A . Weaver
Sigma Phi Epsilon
0
3
.000 2. Tippet
0 0 0 Weiner

The Phi Delts, led by a host of
BY DUTCH BERGMANN
former letter winners, maintained
Well, it took a team that Lawrence nearly doubled the score on back their top position in the fraternity
in the middle of December to knock off the high flying Beloit five last
.
.
.
..
Monday night down in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Coe college, which John
1
league by trouncing the
Sines’ boys beat 70-38 on December 14. did the trick with a 54-49 win . 1Phi Taus and the Sig Eps in their
It was actually the first loss of the season for the Beloit team as Mar- latest encounters The battle for
quette university was using a man ineligible for collegiate play when second and third Dla..es 18
they defeated John Orr and company early in December, and technically
tnira pia
oemg
gpeakin»* the Hilltoppers were forced to forfeit the game. The Blue-Gold. hotly contested by four teams, and
has won all its other games.
this week’s results ought to defiThe Vlkes would like nothin« better than to give Dolph Stanley*« nitely establish teams in these

boys a second drubbing when they take on the conference leaders m
the loeal gym a t H:15 tonight. Although Lawrence has o n ly a mathemaiiral chance of winning the conference crown at this writing, a vietory over Beloit would be the next best thing. No one on the Lawrence
««Iliad and none of the team following fans has forgotten the night of
January 18 in the Beloit “cracker-box” when the home boy* dropped
their first circuit content of the season.
Elsewhere on the sport scene around campus the Vike thinclads are
making final preparations fo r an invasion of the Windy City tomorrow
to meet Illinois Tech and Chicago in a three-way cinder meet. Coach
Denney has been particularly pleased over the performance of his
charges on indoor facilities and is anxious to give them a chance to
atretch out on the fine track at the University of Chicago fieldhouso.
At this writing his traveling squad has not been announced, but it is
certain to include Dick Flom in the quarter, Bob Eisenach in the half
mile, George VanderWeyden in the hurdles, and Bill Lawson in the
distance events. The latter is holder of the current Lawrence record for
th two mile event and while at the University of Wisconsin in the navy
won the Big Ten cross country championship. Flom is an outstanding
candidate to shatter the school standard for the quarter mile event. His
w inning time of 51.6 in last spring’s conference meet was .1 second off
the nine year old present record.
The eleven points that the basketball team scored in the last four
minutes against Carroll college a week ago Wednesday night were cer
tainly a record for this length of time by this year's squad. The ironic
part of the situation is that the total number of points scored by the
home boys was the smallest that they have scored this season . . .
thirty-nine.

scores:

Delts 31, Sig Eps 29
Phi Dolts 39. Phi Taus 14
Independents 55, Betas 43
Phi Taus 51, Betas 41
Phi Delts 46. Sig Eps 34

The Tip Off

It is the belief of many basket
ball fans on the campus that the
horseshoe element has played a
large part in the position Wiscon
sin now occupies at the top rung
of the Big Nine conference. This
column is of the opinion that Wis
consin's consistent ability to win
cannot be attributed to lady luck.
Rather than this we feel their suc
Don't forget to get out and give the boys some real support tonight,
cess is due in no small measure
kids. The opposition will be the best since war days when Great Lakes
Captain Jerry Hall moved into
used to bring their team up for a game once a season. Beloit has a
to their phenomenal shooting. With
fifth place in Lawrence scoring for
powerful outfit, but they can be beaten and we want to do It. Don’t 1«‘
*_ above 30 per cent of their efforts
forget to bring your heavy duty lungs because you'll need them. When
¡n t h r J »am?
keeping the nets dancing we won
Lawrence played at Beloit Iasi month the boys had just as big a prob- i.® *?,, V-ii
»
fJT
.. 2 2 der why their record is not even
leni with the fans’ spirit as they did with the Beloit team. However. J;0™*11', Gri1
n^el11Jand Ca"® U;
also...climbed
one
in the more impressive. Incidentally, we
when a man with a gold shirt goes to the free throw line knock it off Curry
..............
..............
.. notch
................
scoring column against those oppon- think one of the big nails in that
and give him a break.
so-called horseshoe is little Bobby
Notice the support that the Wisconsin funs are giving the Badgers in enj?,'
Cook, if hitting the hoop with 36
Dick
Miller,
although
he
failed
the other column
to play in the Carroll game and saw per cent of his shots is luck we
action for only a few minutes don’t want him in our dice game. . .
The swimming team went down
coed was silent and intent through against Grinnell, still holds a size
out the entire discussion, only open able lead over Bruce Larson, his to Chicago last weekend. The boys
said the scenery was beautiful. . . .
ing up long enough to give out with nearest mate, who hit 34 markers
Say mat-fans, mark March 1 in
m the three tilts.
Several Texas Christian Univer- one comment just before returning
Larson increased his lead in the big red letters on your calendar
sity students, on an ice skating to the rink.
free throw department, and Burton, because you're going to see groan
party at the W ill Roger’s M em orial 1 With wide-eyed innocence and a 'hitting 24 charity tosses in 36 at- ing at a maximum. Cornell is com
Coliseum last week, weie resting puzzled little frown, she remarked: |tempts, maintained the best per- ing here to wrestle for Mid-West
Conference honors and coming here.
and commenting on the fact that . "Well, I still think that the ice it> j cent age mark at .667.
Froggie eager* would soo n play ■going to be too slippery for them 1 B ill Davis, way out in front in the ’ we might add, “Loaded for Bear.
then games there. One sweet young 1to play very R o o d basketball."
foul column with 79 miseiies, made We're not going to say Cornell is
- the largest scoring gain by dump good but Army has spent the last
’ll ing in 37 points in the last three two weeks trying to pry their tail
I games, and now holds third posi- from between their legs, after meet
ing those boys from the corn state.
j tion in scoring with 102 points,
Pint-sized Fred Thatcher deserves
i
Vike Scoring to Date*
r. FG FT ftm F I TP a car-load of roses for the thorns
A D M I R A L Phonographs and
M iller
.13 I7S he has put in the side of most of
is 75 SS
1 arson
13 IS :w; ?7 57 1SS Lawrence’s opposition, and is ex
Tab le Model Com binations
Ha via
13 ;w 5« t4 7» les
HI u
ft 11 rt 011
IS
1* :»» Ml pected to bear the brunt of the blue
Priced from $69 95 up
lla ll
11 17 M SI S3 .Vi and white hopes. . . .
Sw eiison
13 :o i l
It 14 51
F. P. Grade after going from the
R ah nso n
13 13 I? 15 1? 3M
Also Now Shipment of Birch
C u rry
13 IS
»
S SA »1 “A" team to the 4'B” team, to the
V a n d e rW e t den
H ti
»
11
» Ï7 pop-corn stand, donned his black
Spring Wound Portables— $23 95
(•rad e
A s t 1 6 11 overcoat and went over to try and
•t s • 1
V a u d e llc ig
4
1
( otne in and Look Them Over
H oya
S
• t 1 S hoop a few for the Highland Park
1
C ooper
S
•
•
•
1
0 Cemeteries. In his debut he led the
Nielson
1 • » 0 ft ft "diggers" to a 43-42 defeat at the
14.
hands of the Kaukauna Cheeses.
Independent men will have an Claude Radke who plays a lot of
important meeting (election of of ball for these somber-faced lads
Phone 415
116 W . College Are.
ficer*) at 4:30 p. m. on Tueday. wants to know where they dug the
February 25, in Main Hall 11.
kid up.

Miller Retains
Scoring Head
On Vike Squad

Basketball on Ice?
Sounds Kinda Risky

JUST RECEIVED

MEYER-SEEGER MUSIC CO.

For FLOWERS For
The D. G. FORMAL
Order from us today!
We telegraph flowers

RIVERSIDE GREENHOUSE
Phone S400

128 N . O n e id o St,

I

j

Nineteen members of the 1947
Viking track team will leave for
Chicago tomorrow where they w ill
take part in the triangular meet be
tween the University of Chicago,
Beloit and Lawrence at the U of C
Fieldhouse.
The bus transporting coach Den
ney’s crew will leave Brokaw H all
at 7:05 Saturday morning. After
lunch in Evanston, Illinois, the team
will continue on to Chicago, re
turning to Appleton sometime aft
er midnight.
The following men w ill take part
in the various events:
Pole vault—Tom Clift.
Broad Ju m p —Clift, Don Hubers,
Frank Saunders.
880 Yard Run—Bob Eisenach, Don
Rumpf, Peter Schmidt
440 Yard R un—Dick Flom, Thorn
ton Lowe
60 Yard Dash—Earl Berry, Bill
Gillham. Bob Whitelaw
Hurdles—George VanderWeyden,
Lyle Rhodes
Shot Put—A1 Soto
High Jum p—Soto, Jack Foster,
Mile—Paul Elsberty
Two Mile—Bill Lawson, Bob Staffeld. Ralph Vogt
Relay — Berry. Flom, Gillham,
Hubers, Lo)ve, Whitelaw
Last week track coach Denney
conducted time trials on the indoor
track. Outstanding feature of the
first timed events was the cracking
of the Lawrence indoor mile record
by Lawson and Elsberty.
The results of the other trials:
45 Yd. Da&h— W hitelaw 5.3; C iiih a m
5.2; Hubers $. 4; Dite 5.3; Cam pbell 5.5.
45 Yd. Low H urdles—VanderW eyden
5.9; Rhodes 6.2; W hitelaw 6.3; Sanders
6.4.
43 Yd. H igh H urdles—Rhodes 6.4.
440 Yd. R u n — W hitelaw :59; G illh a m
1:02: Lowe 1:02: Hubers 1:03.5; Rhodes
1:04 7.
880 Yd. R u n —Eisenach 2:11; Schm idt
2:20: R u m p f 2:23.
M ile—Lawson 5:05.2;
Elsberty 6:05.8
Vogt 5:25.
Two Mile — Lawson 10:21; Elsberty
11:10.5; Vogt 11:10 5; Staffeld 11:14
Broad Ju m p — Forbush 18’ 7” ; Sanders
18’ 6” ; Rosencranz 17’ 10".
Shot P u t—Soto 3» 11” .
High J u m p —Soto 5’ 51’* W hitelaw 5*
31” ; Foster 5’ 2” .

Delt Bowlers
Tie Beta Team
Attention was focused on the
Delt-Beta bowling encounter last
Thursday. By capturing two of the
three games the Delts climbed into
a first place tie with the loop lead
ing Betas. The Delts were aided
by a 599 series by Tom Brenzel and
a 215 centerpiece by Dave Gustman.
Carl Giordana had the high series
for the Betas.
Close in pursuit are the Phi Delts
who won two from the Sig Eps and
have shown a well balanced team,
possessing the best anchor man of
the league in Don 5trutz. The Phi
Taus rolled the Independents; how
ever these contests had no bearing
on the league standings.
Next week the second round begins
with the Betas engaging the Sig Eps
and the Phi Delts tangling with the
Phi Taus while the Delts complete
the afternoon against the Indepen
dents.
The standings at the end of the
first round were:
W. L. Pet.
Delts
8
4 .667
Betas
8
4 .667
Phi Delt
7 5 .533
Sig Eps
4 8 .333
Phi Taus
3
9 .25a

GREGG

i
Luscious Ice Cream specials after the show, during the
day — every tim e is the right tim e to treat your best
girl to a tempting, delicious ice cream soda

The Feminine

*

heart responds

j

to a corsage —

(

So kindle the

j

For concoctions to

spark of

j

th rill the palate,

1

try our b a n a n a

romance —

Vike Track Team
In Three Way
Meet Tomorrow

l

Our corsage*

split sundaes, ond

arrive garden

malteds.

,
f

COLLEGE

A School •# Iw iln o M —P referred b y
Colle»e M an a n d W o m a n

4 MONTH
INTKNSIVK C O U R S I
SECRETARIAL TRAINING FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS AND GRADUATES
A thorough, intensive course— wirtmy
June, October, February Bui*
leti a A on request
SPECIAL COUNSELOR for O J. TRAINING

•

Regular Day and Evening School«
Throughout the Ycar. CauIog

frtsh .

VOIGT'S Drug Store
Phone 754-755

134 I. College Ave.

•

President. John Robert Or«*». g.C D
Director. Paul It Fair. M A

TH I GRKGG COLLKG I
MW, a N. M to M g M A v*., C M m | « g
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B e l o i t Is H e r e T o n i g h t !
Swimmers and
Wrestlers to
Engage Beloit
Wrestling Coach Bernie Heselton
and swimming mentor George Walter w ill try to steer their charges to
a twin killing of Beloit’s entries at
Alexander gym when competition
in both sports w ill start off tlie "Be
loit Day" fireworks at 3:30 this afternoon.
Beloit tripped up the Vikings in
both sports in Beloit on January 18,
but the Lawrence wrestlers and
tankmen w ill be all out to turn
back the invading forces in their
second meeting.
Beloit broke pool records galore
in handing the Vik« tankmen their
fourth straight setback, but the
Lawrence natators have high hopes
of coming through in the fam iliar
surroundings of the home pool.
Coach Hcselton’s wrestlers have
fared somewhat better in early sea
son matches, but today's encounter
with the Gold matmen stacks up as
another tough fight. The addition of
Jim Campbell in the heavyweight
bracket has given the Viking hopes
for a win a considerable boost.
Today’s meets are the final ones
on the regular schedule. On March
1, schools from the Midwest confer
ence will hold the annual loop meet
here in both wrestling and swim
ming.

TWO GAMES REMAIN — For the V ik e cagers who meet Beloit tonight in an effort to upset the league leaders.
tion, they w ill be out to break the jin x of four consecutive conference losses.

Lawrence Rally
Stopped; Ripon
Cops 49-43 Win
After trailing 29-14 at the half.
I^awrence staged a terrific second
half comeback to give the Redmen
of Ripon a mighty scare before
dropping a 49*43 contest to their j
rivals at Ripon on Tuesday night.
W ith “Doc” Weiske leading the
parade, Ripon showed almost in 
human accuracy at the free throw
line as they dropped in 25 out of 31
attempts to notch the victory.
Weiske, a seventeen year old

W A L D ’S
PHOTO
DEPARTMENT
Cam eras — Projectors
Exposure Meters
Synchronizers

Developing Accessories
and Equipment
Darkroom Sets — Printing
Paper - Chemicals - Filters
and Many Other Items
Candid and Movie Cameras

freshman, took scoring honors for
the evening with 17 points, while
Davis made 13 for Lawrence.
Burton put Lawrence into the
lead 4-2 with a long shot after four
minutes of play, but Ripon carre
charging back with Weiske and
Scalissi doing most of the scoring
to take a 15 point lead at the half.
Davis and Miller led the second
half spurt which netted 13 points
before Ripon got moving again. The
Redmen slowly built up their lead
until the score stood at 43-32 with
four minutes remaining. A short
but fruitful drive narrowed the

margin to four points before Miller
dropped in tow charity tosses with
27 seconds left to make it 45-43.
Scalissi got by the hard pressing de
fense and raced all the way down
court for a bucket, and Weiske and
league-leading Beloit is in town j
Kloss each added a free throw to
tonight,
and the Vikings will got able to turn the tables on the pow*
complete the scoring.
1their long awaited chance for re- j erful Gold squad and nullify the 68Lawrence— 13
|Ripon— 49
W hi’e 56 setback they suffered in Beloit a
tG K T F ,
F G FT F venge when the Blue and
3;
Kloss,f
0 0 2 meet Dolf Stanley’s hoopsters al few weeks ago.
M iller,I
3 Christensen,! 0 3 ft Alexander gymnasium at 8:15.
l.uikon.f
“B" squads from the two schools
0 Weiske,c
Swenson,(
A capacity-and-then-some crowd will t;et the basketball end of the
0 Sht pard.c
Davis,c
is expected to be on hand to watch i competition underway in a prelim 
1 Seidl.g
Hall.c
the second engagement of the two inary game at 6:45. Wrestling teams
5 Scalissi,g
C urry,*
1 5 W ittinan.g
¡squads, and all loyal Lawrentiansi
Bahnsonp
Turn to page 8
Burton.g
, are hoping that the Vikes w ill be
12 2.*> 1»
14 13 26 Totals
Totals

Vikes Vs. Beloit Tonight
In Long-Awaited Encounter

It's Like New When We're Thru;

Wrap Up Your Troubles
In Your Laundry Bag
P A C K UP your troubles in your laun
dry bag and then call the Peerless . . .
then your wash-day worries are over.
Join the hundreds of satisfied custo
mers who save time and money every
week by depending on the Peerless for
sw ift, economical service Phone 148
today . . . and your laundry is done!

— FILM —
00 - 135 - 127 - 828 - 116
616 - 620 - 120
8 M M . and 16 M. M

Films Developed
and Printed...........

Film

O K lt
4bWW

5 x 7
Enlargem ent FREE
with each roll developed and
printed.

Puqene U)ald
^ ^ O P T O M E T R IS T - JE W E L E R

In addi

GIRI/H OPEN SWIM
Open swimming for ( ir is is
being held at the Alexander
gymnasium every Friday a fte r
noon from 1:30 to 3:30. All g ir l*
are welcome.

Peerless Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Send Your Dry Cleaning With Your Laundry
307 E. College Ave.

Phone 148

For Neenah-Menasho Service Phone 1541

When Going to a Party
Dance or Game
C A L L -8 6 0 0

RED TOP CAB CO.
209 N. ONEIDA

*"**■
’iv

** '■mm**'*# «, Wtmß.*' r-Hp***"
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CLUB ACTIVITIES
Spanish Club Shows
Latin American Movies

New Officers of
Newman Club to be
Elected Sunday

A travelogue in technicolor of
South America was shown at the
Spanish club meeting m Science
Officers for the next year will
hall Wednesday evening, February
be chosen by members of the New
19, at 7:00. The yearly due* were
man club at a 2:30 meeting Sunday
collected.
afternoon, February 23 at Hamar
union. Officers chosen will serve
during the-remaining semester and
the fall semester of 1947. They will
replace M a t t
Pahle, president;
Dutch Scholtz, vice president; Jean
Derus, recording secretary; Jeanne
Continued from page 7
Willems, corresponding secretary;
and swimming squads from the two
Pat Kirchberg, treasurer; and a so
rival schools will meet at 3:30 this
cial committoe composed of Mauafternoon at the gym.
rine Johnson, Jean Martin and W al
Originally looked upon as the
ter Chilsen.
game to decide the conference race,
Father Jude Thomas will speak to
tonight's contest will have little ef
fect on the final standings. Howev the group after the election, and a
er, in spite of the fact that the Vik discussion on evolution will be held.

Vike Swimmers,
Wrestlers Meet
Beloit 3:30 Today

ings have no hope of overtaking the
high flying Gold, a win tonight
Would be satisfying, to say the least
Unlike the Heloit football squad,
the Gold eager« have more than liv
ed up to their advance press notices,
«weeping aside practically every
P hi Mu Alpha entertained at a
thing in their path witti annoying
ease. Paced by Johnny O n , a sharp- Valentine party last Friday evening
e.ved forward, Beloit has racked up in Dean Waterman’s studio. The
17 consecutive wins since dropping evening's entertainment started off
their opener to Marquette
Although the brunt of the scoring with a short musical program by
punch has fallen on Orr. this year's Eugene Kilinski, Bruce Harry, and
Gold aggregation is not a one man Dick Hagen. After this everyone
team. Erickson, the othei forward, joined in singing Phi Mu songs and
has turned in some sparkling ball, refreshments were served.
and Sudkamp. the “mile-high” cen
The hit of the evening was the
ter, has given Meloit opponents no statue of Venus de Milo who was
end of trouble.
clad in three red paper hearts in
I*awrcnee, not too spectacular on order that she might harmonize
the road, has been a mighty tough with the Valentine theme of the
outfit on the home court, and Be decorations.
loit will have to break some sort of
a record if they hope to come off
the court victorious this evening
The Vikes have won eight straight
Contact Lens Specialist
in Appleton. On the other hand. Be
loit is the only team in the league
Dr. W IL L IA M H. GIBSO N
which has enjoyed any decree of
Success away from home.
Optometrist
Coach Sines will undoubtedly j
»tick by his regular starters fo r this
Examining, Refracting, and
crucial game. Whether or not M ill
Prescribing of Lenses
er gets the starting nod will depend
primarily upon the condition of his
knee. If Miller is ready, he will
114 W. College Ave.
team up with Bruce I ¿arson at for
Appleton, Wis.
ward, Bill Davis will operate op
posite Sudkam p at the center spot,
Phone 8340
and Burton, Bahnaon or t'urrv will
1» at guard.

Music Fraternity
Has Party With
Valentine Theme

SCHEAFFER Pen and Pencils
Leather Carrying Case
Notebooks & Paper
Stationery, Etc.
OFFICE SUPPLIES and FURNITURE

SYLVESTER »< NIELSEN

209 E. College Are.

Phone 209

Hello there...
I've just arrived
at E. W . Shannon s.
I'm BLUE and W H ITE,
Different Sizes and Shapes,

WHAT AM I ? ? ?
Of Course — I'm the "Souvenir of Souvenirs" — Re
member your days at LAWRENCE COLLEGE with me.
They call me the COLLEGE PET. I have the initials L. C.
and I come in shapes of Penguins, Scotties, Bulls, Deer,
Colts. Come see me at the - - -

E. W. Shannon Co.
300 E. COLLEGE AVE.
Your Nearest Supply Store to the Cempet

Sharks Vie
At Bridge
For the first time Lawrence col
lege has participated in the Inter
national Bridge Tournament.
From the eight couples that play
ed a few weeks ago four couples
were chosen to play a set of hands
prepared by the International bridge
committee. These four couples were:
Patricia Drennan and Myra Kasik,
Nancy Marden and Tom Hay, Hugh
Albers and Jerry Pubantz, and Emil
Fischer and A1 Grauer. The results
of the hands these people played
were mailed to the committee.
An official of the American con
tract bridge league will score these
hands and send the results to Law-

NOTICE
As of this date, the resigna
tions of all former members of
the Lawrentian sports staff, with
the exception of Dutch Bergman,
are accepted.
New staff members appointed
at last Friday’s meeting include
Howard Barker. Dick Zimmer
man, Forrest Grade and Ed
Stanich.
rence's game captain, Jerry Glass.
The top pair from each section will
go to Chicago for the week-end of
April 18 for the final play-off. Close
to 200 colleges throughout the na
tion are in this tournament and the
colleges are organized into eight
sections.

Jaeckle, Huff
Are Winners
BY JANE BIELEFELD
Flash!
The
furiously
waged
battles of the combined inter-class
! and inter-sorority ping pong tour
nament are over at last.
The champs are: first place, June
Jaeckle, junior, K. D.; second place,
Marcia Huff, senior, A.D.Pi.; third
place, Helen Schuyler, junior. In 
dependent; fourth place, Marty Rit
ter, senior, D. G.
The gym was taken over Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday nights of
this week for basketball tryouts for
the inter-class games. The games
will sta^t Monday of next week. If
you aren’t playing why not come
out and watch?

